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How long can we store a bit 

Hieroglyphs carved in sandstone 
at the Luxor Temple in Egypt 
(founded in 1400 BC).  



How dense can we store bits? 

Currently: almost 1 Terabit 
(1012 ) bits per square inch. 
How is this possible? 

Bit is stored in  100 magnetic grains.  
Each individual grain has a fixed 
magnetization (positive + or negative -). 
Transition from area with + grains to – 
grains represents the bit 1. 
Photo: Hitachi Global Storage Technologies. 

 



Magnetization 
 
Magnetic grains are made from a ferrimagnetic material and 
are ≥ 10 nanometer in size. 
Ferromagnetism is explained by the mutual alignment of the 
electron spins of electrons bound at atoms in the material due 
to a so-called Heisenberg exchange interaction.  
The electron spin is an example of a quantum bit, qubit.  
  
At sufficiently low temperature T < Tc, excitations (spin waves) 
preserve the overall magnetization preference, at least, in the 
theoretical Heisenberg models in three dimensions, in the 
limit of a large number of electron spins.  
 
Magnetic grains have finite size V (the smaller the better) and 
thermal effects can reverse magnetization, namely the 
probability for reversal scales as exp(-V/kT). 
Superparamagnetic Limit. 
    



What does this tell us.. 

 There are fundamental limitations to miniaturization due to 
the fact that we need to encode information redundantly 
(many electrons are needed, individual electron spins will 
fluctuate, but overall magnetization can be stable). This is a 
form of hard-ware based error correction. 
 
We cannot just encode classical information in single spins, 
photons, atomic states, because these information carriers are 
only stable on very short time-scales. 
 
But this is just what we are trying to do with quantum 
information….  
    



Quantum information, anyone.. 

 Last 15+ years have seen steady impressive progress in 
making and controlling single qubits… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trapped ion qubits (2009, NIST)  
Now have decoherence 
times of O(10) seconds.  
 
Logical gates and measurements require many control lines 
(e.g. for pulsed microwave radiation). Decoherence time 
compares badly to those of Egyptian hieroglyphs… 

Two superconducting transmon  
qubits (2009, Yale). Now decoherence  
times of 100  seconds.  



Qubits and their errors 
A bit |0> or |1>, or bitstring  |01110…> can undergo bitflip errors. 

Represent 0 as  
1
0
  and 1 as  

0
1

.   

Bitflip is Pauli X matrix: 
0 1
1 0

 

A qubit 𝛼 0 > +𝛽 1 >,
𝛼
𝛽   can undergo bitflip (X) errors, or 

phaseflip (Z) errors (or both ~X Z).  

 

Phaseflip is  

   |0> → |0 > 

   |1> → −|1 >  

represented by Pauli Z matrix:  
1 0
0 −1
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Quantum Error Correction 

  

Mere existence of quantum codes seemed  
nontrivial at first, as measuring a qubit disturbs  
its state. 
 
Early example: Steane’s 7 qubit code which encodes 1 qubit into 7  
and corrects 1 error.  
 
1. How to do logical gates on encoded information?  

 
2. Popular family of codes are stabilizer codes for which code space  
is defined as satisfying all parity checks.  
Three-bit repetition code: parity checks 𝑍1𝑍2, 𝑍1𝑍3 have  
eigenvalue 1 in codespace.  
Quantum codes also have parity checks which involve 𝑋, 𝑖 𝑋𝑍 = 𝑌, and  
  parity check operators all mutually commute. 
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Quantum Error Correction 

  

What is error correction? What about small  
rotations out of codespace? 
 
Error correction:  
1. measure parity check operators which discretizes 
the set of errors into a set of Pauli errors (X,Y, Z) on the qubits. 
 
2. Infer from measurements (error syndrome) what error most likely  
has occurred (by classical processing). 
 
Compare ferromagnet with electron-spins: we don’t measure the parity  
of neighboring spins all the time, they align by their ‘natural’ interaction. 
 



Surface or Toric Code  

Number of qubits 𝑛 = 𝐿2 + (𝐿 − 1)2.  The space of states 𝜑 which  
satisfy the parity checks, i.e. 𝐵𝑝𝜑 = 𝜑 and 𝐴𝑠𝜑 = 𝜑 is two-dimensional.  

Logical operators 𝑋  0  = 1   ,  𝑍 ( 0  + 1  = 0  − |1   are non-local:  
Distance of the code is (only) L, but code can tolerate a constant  
density of errors… 

𝐵𝑝 

𝐴𝑠 



Phase Transition at Noise Threshold  
Pauli errors give rise to failed parity checks  
(defects). 
A gas of paired defects with constant  
density  below some threshold c can still  
be corrected. The code can correct typical  
errors of weight L2 much beyond the  
distance L. One thus expects a phase transition at a certain noise 
rate pc 

p < pc : most errors are successfully decoded and corrected. 
p ≥ pc : most errors are not  
successfully corrected. 
 
Assuming perfect parity checks pc = 15-16% 
Imperfect parity checks (as parity check  
measurements require (imperfect) gates) 
 pc =0.75% - 1%. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Surface Code Memory 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other codes: 
• Topological subsystem code with 3-qubit 

parity checks (Bravyi et al. 2012)  
• Bacon-Shor code with 2-qubit parity 

checks. 
Considerations: overhead, noise-threshold,  
complexity of parity check measurement. 
 

Encode many logical qubits by making 
double holes. Hole= don’t measure 
parity check ops. Yellow box encodes 
1 logical qubit.  
 



Surface Code Memory 
Some technological challenges 
• Fast, accurate and simultaneous parity check 

measurement. Gates to implement these  
require control lines. 
• Noise rate below noise threshold (10-4 error rate) 
• Deal with leakage errors 
 
 
Let us go back to classical storage where we only interact 
with memory at the read and write step. Why can’t we do 
this with quantum information?  
In surface code memory errors may accumulate over time if 
we don’t keep measuring parity checks but in ferromagnet  
spin fluctuations do not accumulate over time.   
 

|0> 

Dennis, Kitaev, Landahl, Preskill 2001 
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A Simpler Model of Classical Storage 

Consider an Ising ferromagnet.  It is a n bit register with a cost 
(energy) function 𝐻 = − 𝑍𝑖𝑖,𝑗 𝑍𝑗 (the cost function is a sum 

of parity checks on nearest neighbor bits i and j on some 1D or 
2D lattice) 
 
Bit strings which minimize cost function are ground-states.  
Here |1 >=11…1 or |0 >= 00..0.  Ground-states are code words 
for the repetition code. 
 
Error model on this code is determined by physics (Glauber 
dynamics or Metropolis Monte-Carlo) towards thermal 

equilibrium 𝑒−𝛽𝐻/Z with β = 1
𝑇 . 
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Excitations in the 1D and 2D Ising Model 

 
 
                                                                         (2) 
 
     (1)   
       
The energy of a spin-flipped (blue) ‘island’ scales with the 
perimeter of the island.  
What is the energy barrier of the all-spin flip operator for  
 
(1) a two-dimensional L x L lattice? Energy barrier is at least L. 
(2) a one-dimensional chain of length L. Energy barrier is O(1). 
  
When one starts in 000…00, in order to get to the energy  
valley of 111…11 plus correctable errors, one has to cross the 
energy barrier. 
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Excitations in the 1D and 2D Ising Model 

 
 
 
 
 
Simple arguments give insights how memory storage time 
(when in contact with heat-bath at temperature T) scales with 
L.  
 
For 2D Ising: for T < Tc, spontaneous magnetization. Memory 
storage time scales as exp( c L) below Tc. 
 
For 1D Ising: paramagnet at any T > 0, no spontaneous 
magnetization, memory storage time independent of L. 
  
 Dimensionality plays a role! 
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Quantum Memory 

Classical storage of information passively is made possible by  
the existence of energy barriers preventing the accumulation 
of errors. 
 
Store qubit as ground-state of a many-body quantum system 
(Hamiltonian). Do errors accumulate over time?  
 
How do energy barriers scale? 
Remember 𝑋 |1 > = |0 > and 𝑍 (|0 > +|1 >)  = |0 > − |1 >. 
 
Consider the energy barrier of both logical operators.  
 
Two-dimensional (2D) surface code: energy barrier is O(1) (like 
1D Ising model). 



Q & A 
 

Is the surface code behavior generic for 2D quantum stabilizer and 
other 2D codes ? Yes (Bravyi/Terhal 2008, Haah/Preskill 2009, 
Landon-Cardinal/Poulin 2012).   

 

Is it possible to have a model where the memory storage time 
increases with system size? Yes, in 4D (Dennis et al. 2001). 

 

Situation in 3D is subject to ongoing research. Even in 2D we may  

design physical situations with more intrinsic stability….  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



To conclude… 
Recent work: surface code stabilized by 3D ferromagnet.  

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for  

your attention!  

 

 

 

 

 


